Medical ontology for treatment of clinical data from children and youth
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Abstract The use of information technologies in the field of biomedical data management has grown considerably and is today one of the main fields of use of these technologies. There are several advantages arising either to an individual’s health or to public health, particularly because access to clinical data become available anywhere access via the Internet or individual health card. This card will contain personal data accessible from a terminal card reader, identical to the citizen card. This work focuses on the development of an ontology of universal data structure so that the information is accessible and organized in the same way, regardless of the system that use them. In this context there is the need to incorporate security mechanisms, the respect of ethical principles underlying the management and maintenance of clinical data, ensuring maximum confidentiality.

To develop the proposed ontology, for the treatment of clinical data of children and youth is used as reference bulletin health in Portugal. Using this structure, it follows the clear and unambiguous identification of the fields required for registration of clinical information, standardized in a relational model. To ensure the confidentiality of data, identification of the individual is only the number of national health system and are not recorded on the card personal data such as name, address or contact forms.
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Introduction

There is no question that, nowadays, any society in the world is permeated by the so-called "society of knowledge, which brings implications to the organizations and to the people that are a part of them, making them (people and organizations) to be ‘alive’ and in constant learning.\(^1\)

It’s a fact that nowadays every health organization uses information systems as an indispensable tool to its own management;\(^2\) being the ones that most suffer, in the past few years, most modifications.\(^3\)

It is also true that in the health sector (hospitality care, and primary health care), information is very complex, since there are many professionals groups engaged, besides that the motivation and the formation of the several health professionals for the use of technologies of information, might not be the best, ally to the fact that the health care is a sector with great demands in available information. However, the part of the information systems in this area is crucial, because, although it incorporates technological innovation, facilitates the inherent processes to the organizations functionality and promote an effective communication between every intervenient,\(^4\) facilitates the access to the patients information and the sharing of information between health professionals, they offer information that backs up decision, and encourage the research.\(^5\)

In the particular area of health care the information systems, establish their own performance in 3 levels:\(^6\)

- By the citizen level, where it can access its own information and the national health service;
- By the level of the health professionals, which can rapidly and have secure access to all the patients information.
- By the level of managers and politicians, in a way they can access the management information in useful time.

We know that information systems play an important role in the management of health costs and improving the quality of the provision of health care, but we also know that the information of health or disease of the patients are strictly personal and confidential. And any transfer of information through technology involves actual and potential risks and may, ultimately, the information “fall into the wrong hands” and thus compromise the privacy of the patient.\(^7\)

You need to know what are the appropriate uses for health information systems, who should use these systems, what benefits and risks that information systems have for patients and whether information systems can change the relationship of health professionals-patients.\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\)

In Portugal, namely in September 2011, the National Council of Ethics for the Life Sciences (CNECV) prepared an opinion on health information and the records of this information in electronic support and the respective accesses and uses. The CNECV drafted 15 recommendations, which protrude through 8, 14 and 15, respectively:\(^11\)

- That health data, while sensitive data relating to personal intimacy, are reserved and subject to duty of confidentiality;
- That one should seek to sensitize health professionals to the notion that the computer can be an aid to good relationship with patients and with other professionals and service users;
- The creation of “Electronic Health Record” informatics super-structure... should deserve special attention in order to identify the ethical issues relevant to their creation and operation.

Based on the text above and the importance of information systems in health, it is described a system that has as main objective, to allow access and registration of clinical data remotely, through the creation of an electronic health card, the Personal Patient Card (PPC).

The use of information systems for the health sector is not new. For several years, many researchers have been examining the matter, having developed methodologies sensitive issues related with the security and confidentiality of clinical data.\(^12\)

On the issues of privacy, security and data, several authors have expressed concern with the fact that these are likely to be recorded in databases on servers or personal computers. These could be accessible to many people, and could lead to the disclosure of personal data with a high degree of commitment of the security and confidentiality of data. Therefore, there is great interest among some groups in society, in obtaining that information, whether for research or commercial purposes, which may break the trust between patient and doctor, hindering the proper evaluation of symptoms and diseases manifested by the patient as well as the violation of ethical principles.\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^15\)

More recently, the European Union member states have passed laws on data protection in particular by Directive 95/46/CE on data protection, which sets the rules on personal data privacy and the ethical and deontological principles that should be followed by health professionals. In this regard, also aligned countries like the U.S.A., Canada, Australia and Japan One of the key principles behind the European directive is that the information must be kept in a personal way, just as long as necessary, for the purposes for which it is intended.\(^16\)

Several problems have been reported, including the lack of security and confidentiality of data in case the same is lost, registering venereal or infectious diseases that could be a factor of exclusion, having been already implemented many security mechanisms to minimize the effects, especially in terms of digital certificates, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), Healthcare Professional Card (HPC) and Patient Data Card (PDC) among others.\(^17\)

In this work, we describe an ontology for treatment of clinical data, particularly for the control of risk factors such as obesity, eating habits, etc... Which follow the principles of European directives regarding the protection and safety data and has been asked to look the Portuguese National Commission for Data Protection. This work is part of project “Monitoring health indicators in children and adolescents: Impact of health education”, with data being collected, processed statistically to identify and flag predictors of risk for the health of citizens, such as diabetes, obesity, hemophilia, allergies, among others, that will accessible through the PPC.
Modeling and system conception

The system has provided the interaction of several actors, from the patient to the doctor. Early in the process, a new medical consultation, it is checked for the PPC. If the patient already have the PPC, then starts a new record, and immediately extracted historical information of the patient, or else, it will be created a new record and PPC will be provided later. Thus, the physician will tracking and monitoring the progress of patients, particularly with regard to risk factors. After the observation and collection of new data relating to the patient, they are saved in the database being sent a report of the development of patient data. Note that is expected in monitoring risk factors, the statistical processing of the data for scientific purposes, the project noted above.

The whole process, from the beginning to the end will be recorded in the system so that the system can be audited, ensuring equal treatment, the length of ethical and deontological duty of all health professionals. For the process to be implemented secure authentication mechanisms, both for the patient and for the health professionals who have access to patient data present in the PPC as well as in the database (Fig. 1).

The database is hosted on a dedicated server, in Polytechnic Institute of Viseu, accessible through Web Services or via web portal that will be developed specifically to support the platform.

To ensure the security and confidentiality of data, identification of patients is done only based on the number of user of the Portuguese National Health Service.

The system can be extended to other uses, including emergency services, through the scanning of a QR Code printed on the PPC, which will allow healthcare professionals using a Smartphone or tablet with internet connection, instantly have access to patient history. This access will be possible through authentication of healthcare professionals, so this must have credentials that will allow the access to the information (Table 1).

The entity “Patient” is used to store patient data that does not identify clearly where it will be registered only the county, civil parish, district and nationality, since these are revealed important data for the statistical processing. It is important to note that almost all the fields are mandatory, except for fields “RiskFactors” and “photoLink.”

The last, can however be very useful in immediate recognition of a patient, along with other field, “signsIdentity” used to register signals or identification marks of the patient, including facial signals, limbs, scars, etc.

The entity “Consultation”, allows recording all consultations in patient observation, where they could be routine visits or an emergency.

Considering that we intend to apply statistical and data analysis algorithms, it is recommended that all fields are

| Table 1 | System entities that define the proposed ontology for the patient and consultation than supports database model |
| Field | Description |
| Entity: Patient | |
| HNSNumber | Health national Service number of patient |
| Birthdate | The birthdate to compute age of patient |
| Nationality | Define the country where was born |
| CivilParish | Identify the local where the patient lives |
| Munipality | Identification of county |
| District | Identification of the district |
| Password | Secret key login |
| BloodGroup | The Blood Group of patient : A+/−, B+/−, AB+/− or O+/− |
| RiskFactors | Text field for description of risk factors observed in consultations |
| PhotoLink | Path for photography |
| SignsIdentity | Special signs from patient, scars, hair and eyes color among others particular signs |
| Entity: Consultation | |
| HNSNumber | Health national Service number of patient |
| dtConsultation | Date of consultation |
| Height | Height of patient |
| Weight | Weight of patient |
| WaistPerimeter | Waist perimeter |
| MaxPressure | Systolic pressure |
| MinPressure | Diastolic pressure |
| CephalicPerimeter | Perimeter observed in consultation |
| Remarks | Remarks about consultation |
| ConsType | Consultation type (scheduled or not scheduled) |
filled in, so that all fields except the field “remarks” are required.

The data model should consider other entities which facilitate the task essentially of who will enter data, such as diseases, a register entity for the physicians and other entity that allows recording all activity in the system.

Application Scenarios

It is intended that the public target, in this first phase, are children and young people of the county, for monitoring and control of risk factors such as obesity and the propensity for some diseases such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease. It is expected that in a year we can analyze the data of the 500 children and young people to trace the patient profile in this age group, including the identification of risk factors, dietary habits and the relationship between several measures taken.

Parallel to this data collection, the system is prepared for interactive data collection, patients who are marked, with interconnection to the health centers of the coverage area, particularly in monitoring and registration of food typology.

The whole process, in the case of children and adolescents, necessarily requires a parental consent, and the processing of these data is uniquely for research purposes, without direct identification of the patient. Statistical analysis will draw the different profiles with the identification of factors that have a higher propensity to contract some diseases.

After collecting these data are processed and analyzed statistically. The use of data mining algorithms can later reveal certain food associations, habits and other behaviors (physical inactivity, lack of sports, smoking, etc...) in the determination of risk factors.

Several techniques will be used, such as data samples classification in order to construct decision trees identifying the rules that will create the template. This method may prove to be very important in the classification of new cases, where the immediate application of the model, had made a prediction for specific risks.

Other techniques to be implemented, use hierarchical clustering methods, such as single link, complete link, group average among others, which group together the data, establishing a relationship of cause/effect of the several factors.

In the scenarios envisaged for use, connecting to the service via the mobile platform, can actually make the difference.
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